2018 San Diego, CA, Joint Mathematics Meetings

Photo Key for pages 450.

1. Moon Duchin delivers the AMS-MAA-SIAM Gerald and Judith Porter Public Lecture on using mathematics to combat gerrymandering. She invited audience members to participate on practical metrics and solutions for gerrymandering in advance of the 2020 US Census: sites.tufts.edu/gerrymandr/get-involved.

2. The Porter Lecture crowd

3. JMM 2018 Opening Day Ribbon Cutting; pictured left to right: Georgia Benkart, AMS Associate Secretary, Central; Carla D. Savage, AMS Secretary; Catherine A. Roberts, AMS Executive Director; Kenneth A. Ribet, AMS President; Deanna Haunsperger, MAA President; Michael Pearson, MAA Executive Director; Gerard Venema, MAA Associate Secretary; Barbara Faires, MAA Secretary.

4. Erica Flapan accepting the AWM M. Gweneth Humphreys Award for Mentorship of Undergraduate Women in Mathematics.

5. Mathematics Research Communities (MRC) celebrates ten years, thirty-five program topics, 144 organizers, and 1,156 participants, including Moon Duchin who was a part of the very first MRC class in 2008.

6. MAA Mathematician at Large James Tanton at his lecture for students.

7. AMS Executive Director Catherine A. Roberts addresses the crowd at the AMS Dinner Celebration.

8. Graduate Students Travel Grant Brunch

9. Student Poster Session

10. Gunnar Carlsson’s AMS-MAA Invited Address

11. AMS Branding Reveal

12. Colloquium Lecturer Avi Wigderson

13. Cynthia Dwork delivering the Josiah Willard Gibbs Lecture.

14. Session Audience
30. Participants at Math Wrangle
31. Mathemati-Con Crowd
32. *Who Wants To Be a Mathematician* trophies
33. Andre Neves’ AMS-MAA Invited Address

Prize Session Award Winners, left to right:

**Back Row:** Sylvain Cappell (Distinguished Public Service Award); Matt Parker (JPBM Communication Award); Ashvin Anand Swaminathan (Morgan Prize); Ronald Taylor Jr. (Tepper Haimo Award); David Bressoud (Gung and Hu Award); Günter Ziegler (Steele Prize); Christiane Rousseau (Russell Prize); Melanie Matchett Wood (Microsoft Research Prize); Bernd Sturmfels (Birkhoff Prize); Henry Cohn (Conant Prize).

**Front Row:** Daniel J. Velleman (Chauvenet Prize); Greg Yang (Honorable Mention Morgan Prize); Erica Flapan (Humphreys Award); Karen Hunger Parshall (Whiteman Prize); AWM President Ami E. Radunskaya (presenter); Kristin Umland (Hay Award); Hortensia Soto (Tepper Haimo Award); Kenneth A. Ribet, AMS President (presenter); Judea Pearl (Grenander Prize); Robert Guralnick (Cole Prize—Algebra); Sergey Fomin (Steele Prize).

**Center:** Deanna Haunsperger, MAA President (presenter).
*See winner profiles in this as well as the upcoming May issue of *Notices*.

34. Brandie Hall of Albany State University making the most out of this year’s photo booth.
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